Create an engaging, motivating and intellectually stimulating learning experience.

Strategies for Implementing the "Principles to Promote Excellence in Learning and Teaching Practices at Griffith University"

**CHALLENGE AND INSPIRE**

*Model and exemplify* the excitement of discovery and creativity in the exploration of ideas and the solution of significant and real world problems.

*Design* appropriately challenging learning activities that support students in becoming independent learners.

*Foster* active participation and enthusiastic engagement by creating learning tasks that utilise the talents, aspirations and background knowledge of learners and teachers.

*Celebrate* and recognise student achievements.

**ENCOURAGE COLLABORATION**

*Emphasise* the interactive and social dimensions of learning through teamwork, contributions to on-line discussion boards and peer assessment.

*Facilitate* interaction between students, staff, other scholars, practitioners and community members using group-based projects, work-integrated learning experiences and community-based projects.

**EMBRACE BLENDED LEARNING**

*Strategically blend* online and other ICT experiences with high quality face-to-face environments to enhance student learning.

*Provide* access to the technology and resources that enable students to engage with the latest disciplinary research, practice and scholarly communities in the discipline.